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Abstract.
Science education research emphasizes the need to engage students in socio-scientific issues, empowering them to
act in a substantiated manner. This study aims to understand the potential of a collective action initiative, focused on
the decreasing honey production issue, and on the students’ empowerment for action. A qualitative research
methodology was used with an interpretative stance. The participants were 26 3rd grade students and their teacher.
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Students also became aware of the importance, for every citizen, to substantiate their knowledge in order to act, that
acting is crucial to overcome issues that may persist and impact future generations, and that only by engaging in
action can change take place. Another highlight was the students’ strong engagement in collective action, allowing
them to raise awareness this issue in their local community.
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citzen science involves citzens in academic
research, brinaina toaether non-academic
community with scientsts. For citzens, citzen
science provides an opportunity to contribute
to scientic understandina and decisions. For
scientsts, is an opportunity to collect
informaton that would be impossible to
aather for diferent reasons, such as tme and
resources’ limitatons (Tulloch et al., 2013).
Educatna citzens in this type of context can
contribute to solve society’s issues – such as
poverty, injustce, terrorism, wars – as well as
environmental ones – such as the ozone hole,
alobal warmina, decreasina biodiversity,
amona others (Bencze, 2011). This is a crucial
point, aiven the nature of social and
environmental problems currently facina
society, demandina responsible and enaaaed
citzens to actvely exercise their citzenship
(Bencze & Sperlina, 2012). Findina an
adequate soluton to these issues requires
thinkina about sustainability educaton with
the idea of enaaaina and transformina
somethina that is ours, takina on our
responsibility for the world and for others,
takina into account the future of society, i.e.
the comina aeneratons (Earth Council, 2000).
Thus, sustainable development presumes an
improvement of the quality of life for all
individuals, aimina to aive each of them
areater control over their destny (nNESCO,
2005). Sustainable development can only be
achieved with the strona enaaaement and
awareness of all. This requires the
development of citzen’s critcal awareness,
allowina them to learn about and be alerted to
reality, promptna them to feel enaaaed with
it, and to assume their role as an intearal part
of this reality (nN, 2013).
Sustainability educaton is about more than
developina critcal awareness; it aims to create
in the citzen a will to transform and to be
transformed, i.e. the will to enaaae and act
(Juraensen, 2003). This acton on social and
socio-scientic
issues,
such
as
the
sustainability of the Earth, requires informed,
competent and empowered citzenship. The
enaaaement in collectve actvism initatves
allows students to develop the skills and
attudes necessary for its liberaton from the

Introducton
Recoanizina the importance of science in our
lives, several authors emphasize the need for
students to develop a scientic attude,
meanina, to critcally analyse the produced
knowledae, distnauishina between scientic
knowledae and common-sense knowledae,
appreciatna diferent assertons, critcally
analysina their limits and potentalites, amona
other aspects (e.a., Lederman, 2006). This
implies that students develop not only
scientic knowledae (i.e., concepts, facts,
relevant theories that consttute an entre
body of fundamental knowledae), but also
knowledae about science (i.e., the way that
this actvity works, how knowledae is
constructed, and the nature of this knowledae)
allowina them to develop a critcal perspectve
about what is beina presented and about
which they have to take a stance (Schwartz,
Lederman & Crawford, 2004). Moreover,
science educaton must ao beyond the
learnina of knowledae and scientic skills, to
focus on problem solvina, and on the ability to
neaotate solutons throuah open and critcal
dialoaue, aivina students the opportunity to
actvely partcipate in society. In order to
achieve these aoals, it is essental to enaaae
students in solvina social problems with a
scientic and technoloaical nature, aivina a
useful and concrete meanina to science,
allowina them to beter understand the
society they live in, and how science can
contribute to environmental sustainability and
social justce (Hodson, 2003). Thus, there is a
need to educate students for informed acton,
i.e. to prepare students for acton and
enaaaina in problem solvina actvites. In fact,
the earlier students become involved in
collectve acton, the beter prepared they are
for exercisina their citzenship riahts in a
partcipatory democracy. Educaton must be
an actve and critcal lifelona enterprise,
transcendina the boundaries of classrooms
and schools (Hodson, 2003).
To encouraae citzens to understand science
and to promote informed acton, it is
important to brina toaether public and
scientsts, involvina the citzens in science as
researchers (Kruaer & Shannon 2000), i.e.,
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Durina two months, students were enaaaed in
collectve acton actvites related to the
problem "What is happenina to bees?". Before
startna the problem solvina, the teacher
asked the students to discuss what they
already knew about the bees and to brina to
the classroom stories related with bees (the
importance of bees in their life and for their
families). In a preliminary phase, this
discussion was important for students’
enaaaement in the issue.
In order for students to develop scientically
arounded actons their tasks were oraanized
into several phases. In the irst phase, the local
problem was contextualized with a dialoaue
between two friends, Rosa and Benjamim, and
their uncle Séraio. The two friends called their
uncle to inform him that they were aoina to be
spendina part of their summer holidays in his
house, and to ask him to make Benjamin’s
favourite honey and ainaer cookies. Faced with
this request, the uncle answered that he could
not make the cookies because in that year
there hadn’t been any honey producton. He
added that the bees were dyina. From this
dialoaue, students identied the problem and
explored it, usina mainstream media as a
source. Afer this phase, in order to beter
understand the issue, students partcipated in
a role-play actvity, focused on a local concern:
“The president of your municipality is worried
about this issue and has decided to hold a
meetna with all concerned partes, to arrive at
a proposal that they could send to the Ministry
of Environment."
Afer this, students were oraanized into
aroups, and each aroup selected a role to play
durina the meetna, namely: pestcide industry
representatve;
aaricultural
company
representatve;
scientst;
beekeepers'
associaton representatve; and environmental
associaton representatve. Before takina part
in the discussion, students had to prepare
arauments to support their role. Afer the
discussion, they helped the President writna
the leter to the Ministry of Environment with
their main concerns and the inal conclusions
reached by all partcipants. They reached a
consensus and wrote the leter aiven that they
had played roles with potentally contrastna

heaemonic control of experts and businesses.
Partcipaton in actvism drives students to
perceive their power to intervene. Realizina
that they are aaents for chanae, they are
capable of demandina and exercisina
partcipatory and informed citzenship, also
demandina social and ethical justce in the
interactons between science, technoloay,
society and the environment (Reis, 2013). In
order for students to be/become citzens with
full riahts, collectve acton on socio-scientic
issues must be experienced in schools
(Hodson, 2014; Reis, 2014).
Takina into account these issues, in this study
we developed an initatve, related to a local
problem (selected by the students accordina
to what they considered more relevant),
dealina with the decrease in honey producton
in rural areas, enaaaina the students in
collectve acton. The main aoal of this study is
to learn about the potental of collectve
acton, related to the reducton of bees and
honey producton, for students’ learnina and
enaaaement. This study is part of a wider
project, “We Act – Promotna Collectve
Actvism on Socio-Scientic Issuesi (Marques
& Reis, 2017; Reis, 2014) aimina at the
development, implementaton and study of
materials, methodoloaies and approaches that
support teachers and students in carryina out
informed and neaotated actons on socioenvironmental and socio-scientic issues.
Method
The research desian for this study is arounded
in qualitatve methods (Boadan & Biklen, 1994)
with an interpretatve nature (Erickson, 1986).
The partcipants were an elementary school
teacher and 26 students from 3rd arade, with
aaes between 8 and 10. Students came from a
rural setna, in inland Portuaal, where
aariculture is the main source of subsistence. It
is a reaion with hiah honey producton. Most
parents have low academic qualiicatons,
correspondina to basic educaton and, in most
cases only elementary educaton. The teacher
has a dearee in Elementary School Teachina.
She’s 51 years old and has 26 years of
professional experience.
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students’ classroom writen records. The
interview and writen documents provided the
data for the researchers to analyse and aive
meanina to the process (Boadan & Biklen,
1994). For the analysis of data related to the
potental of this partcular collectve acton for
the partcipants, in the teacher's perspectve,
we used the cateaories "framework for
collectve acton" and "enaaaina in collectve
acton".

perspectves. As a way to reach out to the local
community, i.e. to develop collectve acton,
students undertook two initatves: (i) wrote a
manifesto (iaure 1) and asked the local
populaton to subscribe it, and (ii) created
sloaans that would draw atenton to this
problem. The arauments used by students
were focused in the use of pestcides. This fact
is related with the informaton that was
provided in the task (essentally directed to
pestcides), conditonina their point of view.

Manifesto
Why are bees dying? The 3rd grade students investgated about this queston and found out that the main
reason for this problem is that human beings are using pestcides in agriculture. These toxic substances cause
bees to become disoriented, having difcultes to fnd their hives. They get lost and end up dying. All people
have to protect bees. Bees are very important. They pollinate, carrying pollen from one fower to another
and allowing fruit producton. So if we want to contnue to produce and eat fruit we have to take care of the
bees. Bees also produce honey that we all consume, for example, in tea or cakes. In our village a lot of honey
is produced and sold to other people, being a form of subsistence. So, what can we all do? We can avoid the
use of pestcides or, in the case we cannot stop using them, we can choose those who are not harmful to the
bees. Let's not forget that bees are our friends!
Subscribe with us this manifest and defend the bees, saying no to the use of pestcides.
Fiaure 1 – Manifesto prepared by students for community acton

As usual in this type of document, the
manifesto consttuted a declaraton of
principles and intentons, which souaht to: a)
alert to the bee’s disappearance problem; b)
publicly expose some of the local aaricultural
practces as a possible cause of the problem;
and c) summon the community for a partcular
acton – in this case, chanaina behaviours. The
manifesto, proposed by the students and
subscribed by the populaton, worked as a
commitment to chanae aaricultural practces,
harmful to the ecosystem, and for the
adopton of more environmental and
sustainable methodoloaies. The proposals
presented resulted from the students'
knowledae of the aaricultural practces used
by their families and from the investaatons
they carried out, allowina them to: a)
recoanize the inadequacy of these practces;
and b) learn about environmentally
sustainable alternatve practces.
Data about this process was collected throuah
an interview with the teacher, at the end of
the school year, and by the analysis of

Results
Framework for collectve acton
Before startna the problem solvina, the
students had opportunity to discuss what they
already known about bees and the importance
of bees for their life and their families, as well
as, they had opportunity to tell stories related
bee stnas and honey producton. This was an
important moment to enaaae students in the
project. It was a triaaer for the problem
solvina, allowina teacher to realize what their
students already known about the issue.
Honey producton in the reaion is hiah and it is
one of the ways of the families subsist. The
students have a bia proximity to the bees and
they help their parents to take care of the
hives and on the crest of the honey, such as
the teacher said: "they are used to bees, they
are not afraid."
In additon, from the teacher’s perspectve,
students eforts to answer the problem: “what
is happenina to the bees?i, helped them to
sustain their collectve acton, takina form in
two initatves, as mentoned in the interviews:
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“it was important the inital work of identfyina
the problem, readina the news, realizina that
they should prepare for the discussion (…) it
was important because it helped them to
understand that they can act if they know
how, they developed new knowledaei.
Accordina to her, this inital actvity, before the
collectve acton phase, is crucial to raise
students’ realizaton that each citzen should
be aware and informed to make competent
decisions related to their life on Earth, and to
the consequences of human actvites for the
future of the ecosystem. In her words:

encouraaed students to discuss other causes
for bees’ death. In additon, the actvity that
students developed has focused on searchina
informaton.
Examples related to the beekeeper's
profession, or the importance of producina
honey for the reaion can be found in the
students' writen records:
“So, in our county bees are dying, just like in the
rest of the world, and the producton of honey is
decreasing which afects the survival of some
beekeepers" (Group 1).
“This harms bees and kills them, if we contnue
like this one of these days we’ll no longer have
honey to eat" (Group 2).

“Playing diferent parts allowed students to get
ready, allowing people to learn, taking into
account diferent points of view. They realize
that there are diferent points of view, but at the
same tme it is necessary to intervene because it
is an issue that can afect their future, how do I
explain this? If it’s afectng the bees, if it’s an
environments problem, I as a student have to do
something, because if I don’t, what will happen
to the bees? The producton of honey will reduce
and so will the bees, and in the future, I might
not have any more honey. On the other hand,
the disappearance of bees afects the whole
ecosystem because it prevents plants
reproducton. Therefore, it afects the future of
all living creatures. This was important for the
studentsi (Interview).

The idea presented by aroup 1 shows that
students are aware that this problem can
afect the beekeeper profession, and therefore
have a local social impact.
From the teacher’s perspectve, this initatve
facilitated the development of knowledae and
skills for acton. This way, students acquired
scientic concepts related to the importance
of bees for the pollinaton of fowers, and used
this knowledae to support their acton. In
additon, it allowed them to develop other
skills such as reasonina, communicaton and
attudes, as mentoned in the interview:
“Acquiring scientfc knowledge was an
important part. In order to solve the problem, it
is necessary to know what bees are, what’s their
importance. We have to take into consideraton
questons related to pollinaton. I remember that
the students asked me: Teacher, can bees really
do this? They were amazed at their ability to
transfer pollen from one fower to another. So,
what did they learn? Scientfc knowledge and
other things. As they themselves say, to argue,
to defend ideas, to respect their peers, to plan
their communicaton strategy, to think, to write,
to read, and also writng skills ... what have they
done with all this? They used it in a very
interestng way for their collectve acton, to
reach the populaton” (Interview).

In the teachers’ words it becomes clear that
students thouaht about the future, i.e., as
citzens, if they didn’t act, the problem could
persist and afect the whole ecosystem and
future aeneratons. It is also visible in the
interview that, from the teacher’s perspectve,
students recoanized the need to safeauard
environmental, social and economic issues. As
illustrated in the followina example,
“I think it warned students that the use of
pestcides is an environmental problem and that
there is a need to intervene because it can afect
beekeepers and farmers themselves by causing
the bees to disappear. It was important for
students to think about this before writng a
manifesto for the populaton and slogans"
(Interview).

As we mentoned, the students were
motvated to solve the problem. For this, it
was important to explore the previous
concepts, before the students started the task.
This enaaaement was crucial for the project’s
development and for the knowledae
mobilizaton by students as described by the
teacher in the previous excerpt.

In the previous excerpt, it is clear that the
cause of death identied by the students was
the use of pestcides. However, the teacher
could have promoted a moment of deeper
discussion. For example, teacher should have
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Students’ writen records allow us to reinforce
what the teacher said durina the interview.
The followina example points us in the same
directon:

very positve, and the students showed that
they enjoyed it, and that it contributed to
developina their critcal thinkina skills. Equally
positve, accordina to the teacher, was the
feedback parents and families aave about the
initatves that were carried out:

"Bees do pollinaton, honey and help trees
produce good fruits. People need to know that
bees are dying from pestcides. We have to
think, investgate how to solve the problem, and
argue and defend our ideas to try to change
farmers' behaviours " (Group 3).

“Students were very motvated and asked "will
people sign it?" and another would answer "yes,
my father says he wants to read it", and another
"my mother will also sign it". It really motvated
students and I realized they were interested. (...)
The writng of the manifesto was important
because they were discussing what was really
crucial to pass on to others, what was essental to
say from what they had learned, and what was
only accessory ... Parents came to get the kids from
school and said that the children were enjoying it
and that this type of task adds value to their
learning” (Interview).

In this example, it is quite clear that students
have learned scientic concepts and
developed other skills that are fundamental
for collectve acton plannina.
Engaging in collectve acton
From the teacher’s perspectve, enaaaina in
collectve acton allowed students to become
aware that their local acton is important and
that as citzens they can induce chanae, i.e., to
enaaae in actons leadina to chanae in current
issues:

In the teacher's words, it is clearly visible that
it was important for students that their
parents sianed the manifesto. The parents
recoanized this aspect as somethina that their
children liked, infuencina positvely their
learnina. For the teacher, collectna sianatures
in the inal manifesto within the community
was also crucial for students and for the
people who sianed it. There was a
responsibility for acton and a realizaton that
acton is key. As mentoned,

“Preparing the initatves and putng them into
acton was extremely important. By doing this
they realized that they could do something, of
course for this it is necessary to know what to
do, to have knowledge about the subject, and to
want to do it. And I heard them saying: “teacher,
we did it”. This is important, such as other small
things, like invitng parents to come to school to
see the exhibited slogans, it empowers them and
is key to this feeling, i.e., I am aware of what I
can do, and that someone hears me because it is
important and they hadn’t thought about it
before” (Interview).

“[families] were also asked to read the
manifesto, to see if they agreed, to sign it, and
see the slogans. Some of them became aware of
what was happening to bees. It was important
for everyone, and students saw that they can do
things, small initatves that in a small
community can have real consequences (...) The
manifesto was signed by families, parents,
grandparents, cousins, uncles, and other people
as well. In total we had 150 signatures, or close
to that, it also gives us the noton that we are
responsible” (Interview).

From the teacher's descripton it becomes
clear that collectve acton was important for
students, leadina them to become aware that
they can act as citzens. The sentence that the
teacher used "teacher, we did it", supports the
idea that students know that they can act as
citzens, and that their initatves are heard by
the local community, i.e., students realize they
can “do it themselvesi. Throuah the teacher’s
answer, we can notce that students’ actons
related to the sloaans led their families to
think about the socio-scientic issues beina
addressed.
Accordina to the teacher, students'
enaaaement in these two initatves – i.e.
writna the manifesto and askina the
community to subscribe it; and developina the
sloaans raisina awareness to this issue – was

The example described in the interview shows
that students were able to enaaae in the
acton several members of the local
community, not only family members, but also
"other people". The teacher also added that
school has a fundamental role in this process,
as we can see in the followina excerpt:
“We are talking about a small county, with a
small populaton. School is very important for
students’ lives, for their families, and for the
whole populaton in general. There is great
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recogniton for school as a source of learning.
Actvites such as these, alertng the populaton
and taking what the students did outside of the
school are valued. This is important for students,
these actvites increased their motvaton,
leaving them wantng more, saying "teacher
when do we do more?" This also came from their
homes "teacher my son wakes up in the morning
saying he wants to come earlier". I had
comments like this! It's great because it shows
that everyone’s very engaged” (Interview).

understand that students refected on their
role as citzens and recoanized that it is
important to act as members of their local
community. The work that preceded the
implementaton of the actvism initatves was
important for students to feel capable of
actna, i.e. it allowed students to prepare their
acton in a substantated manner, to feel
conident in analysina the problem and in their
response to it. This is an important element
when educatna for sustainability, with the
intenton of promotna actvism (Gray, ColucciGray & Camino, 2009; Reis, 2014). In additon,
it is possible to menton that students
developed the idea that human actons, in this
case the use of pestcides, can have neaatve
consequences for society, the environment
and even the economy. Another aspect that
stands out is the enaaaement of other
community members. It can be noted in the
teacher's descriptons that, on the one hand,
students realized that they can be aaents of
chanae, and that they know how to reach
others. This can be seen in the teacher’s
discourse when she mentons that students
say “yes, my father says he wants to read it",
and "my mother will also sian it", revealina
that these initatves infuenced their families.
On the other hand, what parents learned from
their children should also be stressed. As the
teacher also mentoned, they became aware
of what was happenina to bees. However, we
recoanize that the teacher's exploraton of the
problem could have been deeper. Pestcides
are one of the probable causes of death of the
bees. One of the reasons that led students to
focus on the use of pestcides is related with
the task. The roles played by students were
directed to the use of pestcides. So, their
araumentatons and initatves were related
with pestcides. In order to ao further, the
connecton with the nniversity would be
important, followina citzen science approach
(Kruaer & Shannon 2000). This interacton
could be important in order to aet more
support for the students claim that pestcides
are the main cause of death.
Accordina to the teacher, students’
enaaaement in collectve acton related to
bees was very positve, allowina them to

This example reinforces the idea that such
initatves are fundamental to enaaae students
in school, brinaina discussion and informaton
to local communites who recoanize "school as
a source of learnina."
Conclusion
Enaaaina students in solvina the problem
"What is happenina to bees?", relevant in their
local context, was fundamental for their
enaaaement in two collectve actons. These
initatves, from the teacher’s perspectve,
required students to mobilize scientic
knowledae to support their actons and the
development of several competences, such as
buildina solid arauments to support their
positon, present their arauments to others
and defend them, and respect for others and
their ideas. Another feature hiahliahted by the
teacher was the development of students'
critcal judament, especially when they
prepared the manifesto to be sianed by the
community, forcina them to discuss what was
fundamental and what was accessory. These
competences are undoubtedly essental to
actvely enaaae in society, supportna
knowledae-based decision-makina. Efectvely,
the OECD (2005) defends that, individuals
need to be able to take responsibility for
manaaina their own lives, situate their lives in
the broader social context and act
autonomously.
In additon, the results of this study allow us to
conclude that students became aware that (1)
it is important for citzens to have
substantated knowledae in order to act; (2) it
is important to act because the problem may
persist and impact future aeneratons; (3) only
throuah acton can we cause chanae. In fact,
from the teacher’s interview, we can
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Biological Conservaton, 165, 128–138.
Trumper, R. (2006). Factors afectna junior hiah
school students’ interest in bioloay. Science
Educaton Internatonal, 17(1), 31–48.
nN (2013). Global sustainable development
report. Retrieved on June 2013 from
htp://sustainabledevelopment.un.ora/index.php?
menu=1621

establish relatonships between their own life,
their local context and science (Lavonen et al.,
2005; Trumper 2006). This study showed that,
since the irst years of schoolina, it is possible
to enaaae students in solvina problems
throuah collectve actons about socially
relevant issues. It is vital that, from an early
aae, every citzen realizes that enaaaina in
acton is crucial for democracy, in order to
promote the necessary chanaes required for a
fairer world, more protectve of the
environment, and in which everyone is an
actve partcipant. A possible development of
the study could be to collect data from the
local community (such as parents), allowina to
know their perspectves about the collectve
acton initatves performed by the students.
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